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Abstract: Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) problem is one of the classical reinforcements learning problems that describe the friction between the agent’s exploration and exploitation. This study explores metaheuristics as optimization strategies to support Epsilon greedy in achieving an improved reward maximization strategy in MAB. In view of this, Annealing Epsilon greedy is adapted and PSO Epsilon greedy strategy is newly introduced. These two metaheuristics-based MAB strategies are implemented with input parameters, such as number of slot machines, number of iterations, and epsilon values, to investigate the maximized rewards under different conditions. This study found that rewards maximized increase as the number of iterations increase, except in PSO Epsilon Greedy where there is a non-linear behavior. Our Annealing- Epsilon greedy strategy performed better than Epsilon Greedy when the number of slot machines is 10, but Epsilon greedy did better when the number of slot machines is 5. At the optimal value of Epsilon, which we found at 0.06, Annealing Epsilon greedy performed better than Epsilon greedy when the number of iterations is 1000. But at number of iterations ≥ 1000, Epsilon greedy performed better than Annealing Epsilon greedy. A stable reward maximization values are observed for Epsilon greedy strategy within Epsilon values 0.02 and 0.1, and a drastic decline at epsilon > 0.1.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) problem is one of the classical reinforcements learning problems that describe the friction between the agent’s exploration and exploitation [1]. Epsilon greedy, Thompson sampling, POKER strategy, and William Press’s Clinical Trial are classes of MAB strategies that have been applied to varieties of optimization challenges in diverse domains [2], [3]. Epsilon greedy strategy defines the agent’s exploration, $\epsilon$, but selects the optimal arm with the probability of $1 - \epsilon$, which defines its exploitation [4]. Thompson sampling, introduced by Thompson [5], is a Bayesian approach of implementing MAB strategy to account for uncertain reward distributions. Thompson draws a random sample from an expected distribution parameter of $\theta$ and the probability of getting the optimal arm is on model parameters, $\phi$. POKER (Price of Knowledge and Estimated Reward) strategy, on the other hand, is adapted into MAB strategy from a popular card game that combines chance and strategy. It is an adversarial strategy like game theory [6].

The William Press’s Clinical Trial is an application of MAB to healthcare with general emphasis on heuristics. It guides when health specialists could decide to forgo testing new drug and “exploit” the best treatment, in a way that mimics the explore-exploit friction of a reinforcement learning space [7]. This study, towards an improved strategy in MAB problem for reward maximization, adapted Annealing algorithm, and introduced Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to form a hybrid strategy with Epsilon greedy. Experiments and comparative analysis based on the number of slot machines, the number of iterations, epsilon values and rewards maximized at different instances are conducted, and the findings discussed. In the next section, Annealing algorithm and PSO, as metaheuristics strategies, are described. The third section discusses past related works, and the fourth section discusses our work. The experiments and results, findings and discussion are followed. Lastly, the limitation of this study, suggestions for future works, and conclusion are presented.

II. METAHEURISTICS: ANNEALING ALGORITHM AND PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

Simulated annealing and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) are metaheuristics strategies with high performance rate in solving optimization problems [8]. Simulated Annealing is a probabilistic technique for global optimum approximation of a function, especially in a large search space. It is inspired by annealing in metallurgy, a technique that involves heating and cooling of a material for size increase and reduction of defects [3], [9]. PSO, on the other hand, is a computational method that solves optimization problem by iterative improvement of the candidate solution using cognitive and social terms as measures of quality [10]. The candidate solution, called particles, is influenced by its local best position and updated based on the better positions found by other particles. A simple PSO formulation is given as,

$$V_i(t + 1) = w V_i(t) + r_1 c_1 (P_{\text{best}}(t) - x_i(t)) + r_2 c_2 (\text{g}(t) - x_i(t)) \ldots (i)$$

$$x_i(t + 1) = x_i(t) + v_i(t) \ldots (ii)$$

$v$ and $x$ are, respectively, the velocity and position of the particle in $i$th position toward the dimension of $j$ in the search space at time $t$. $p$ is the best experienced position by particle $i$ and $g$ is the best discovered position among all particles. $w$ is the inertia coefficient, while $r$ and $c$ are the coefficients of the particle social, $P_{\text{best}}(t) - x_i(t)$, and...
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Studies such as Liu, Downo, & Reid [2], Vigne [11], Manifar et al., [12] are some of the recent studies that investigated how MAB strategies can be improved. There are different conditions and constraints set in simulating the problem space and comparing the existing and new strategies. The general conclusion, however, is that, each strategy has its best, average and worst-case scenarios. This study used Vigne ([11]), Manifar et al., [12] as its foundational footing.

Vigne [11] highlighted the agent behavior of an explore-exploit scenario in a multi-armed bandit problem space using greedy epsilon strategy. The study emphasized the advantage of prioritization of the agent’s greed for reward maximization in a reinforcement learning space. Manifar et al., on the other hand, worked on the improvement of average reward in a non-stationary multi-armed bandit using PSO. Even though Manifar et al.’s result only showed comparative advantage with Softmax and Epsilon greedy in certain instances of their experiments, it showed that PSO is promising in solving multi-armed bandit problem. Lastly, Manifar’s (2018) work of Annealing Epsilon greedy algorithm for web optimization, evaluated by A/B testing, demonstrated how metaheuristics can be hybridized with Epsilon greedy strategy.

IV. OUR WORK

In view of improving the multi-armed bandit problem solving strategy, epsilon greedy and William Press’s clinical trial are suggested as potentially best choices for this study based on the literature reviewed. The justifications are two: First, Epsilon greedy, being an early developed strategy, has enormous implementation resources and is argued to be one of the best reward maximization strategies [7]. Second, William Press’s clinical trial strategy, which evolved from heuristics, is sparingly used in solving reinforcement learning problem. This gives an opportunity to explore metaheuristics as an optimization strategy in this study for novel insights. Our work, therefore, aimed at achieving an improved strategy through a hybridization of the two classes. Annealing and PSO are explored to develop a hybrid of each of the metaheuristic strategies with Epsilon greedy. Vigne [11], Manifar et al., [12], as earlier discussed, are the core scholarly works in this regard. It is against this backdrop that our work (a) adapted Annealing Greedy Epsilon strategy to fit into simulation of multi-armed bandit problem by defining epsilon, $\epsilon$, using decaying epsilon time of $\epsilon = 1/log(time + 0.00000001)$, and (b) hybridize PSO and Greedy Epsilon by parameterizing PSO’s number of particles and target error as number of slot machines and the maximum number of the Jackpot probability (JP) respectively. We chose $gbest$-fitness-value, $g(t)$, instead of best position, $P_g(t)$, of the PSO’s agent as a return variable value of our PSO’s implementation. We used this in the calculation of the epsilon value in the multi-armed bandit problem using $1/log(gbest_fitness_value)$. This is because multi-armed bandit’s agent is better described by its fitness, measured by how much it has learnt about its space than its position. The next section describes how the experiment is conducted, with a stage-by-stage description of the respective findings.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The performances of the multi-armed bandit strategies are evaluated by the values of rewards maximized in the explore-exploit scenarios. These are ascertained by running the respective implementation codes for each of the strategies, namely, Greedy Epsilon, Annealing-Greedy Epsilon, and PSO-Greedy Epsilon strategies. First, for the Greedy Epsilon, the input parameters are number of slot machines, epsilon values, and number of iterations. The epsilon is assigned a value of 0.1 being the mostly used value in previous related studies [2], [11]. The experiment varied the number of iterations and different instances of 5 and 10 slot machines. Table 1 presents the maximized rewards of the Greedy Epsilon strategy for 5 and 10 slot machines. Figure 1 presents a line chart depicting a comparison of the Epsilon Greedy strategy for the 5 and 10 slot machines instances.

TABLE I. Maximized rewards of the Greedy Epsilon strategy (5 and 10 slot machines)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>400</th>
<th>600</th>
<th>800</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>120</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No of slot machines</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>726</td>
<td>882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.1. Epsilon Greedy strategy for the 5 and 10 slot machines instances

TABLE II. Maximized rewards of the Annealing Greedy-Epsilon Strategy (5 and 10 slot machines)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>400</th>
<th>600</th>
<th>800</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>120</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No of slot machines</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>742</td>
<td>897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 2. Annealing-Epsilon Greedy strategy for the 5 and 10 slot machines instances

Table III. Maximized rewards of the PSO Greedy-Epsilon Strategy (5 and 10 slot machines)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No of slot machines</th>
<th>PSO Epsilon-Greedy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iteration</td>
<td>Reward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of iterations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200 400 600 800 100 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>856 161 260 333 414 585</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. PSO-Epsilon Greedy strategy for the 5 and 10 slot machines instances

Second, for the Annealing-Epsilon Greedy strategy, the number of slots and iterations are the only input parameters. The decaying time, which is used in calculating the epsilon value, is computed from the number of arms counts. Tables 2 presents the maximized rewards of the Annealing Epsilon Greedy strategy for 5 and 10 slot machines. Figure 2 presents a line chart depicting a comparison of the Annealing Epsilon Greedy strategy for the 5 and 10 slot machines instances.

Third, the PSO-Epsilon Greedy strategy, like Annealing Epsilon greedy, has the number of slots and iterations as its input parameters. The PSO’s gbest fitness value is used in computing its epsilon value. Table 3 presents the maximized rewards of the PSO Epsilon-Greedy strategy for 5 and 10 slot machines. Figure 3 presents a line chart depicting a comparison of the PSO Epsilon-Greedy strategy for the 5 and 10 slot machines instances.

Fourth, we investigated the optimal value of epsilon based on Liu, Downo, & Reid’s [2] suggestion of 0.05 to 0.1 range. The maximized rewards for a range of epsilon values from 0.02 and 0.12 are investigated for 5 and 10 slot machines when the number of iterations is 1000. Table 4 presents the maximized rewards from the experiment. Figure 4 presents a line chart depicting the maximized rewards for the 5 and 10 slot machines instances across the range of the epsilon values.

Fifth, for further insights, we run another experiment of Epsilon Greedy strategy at epsilon value 0.06, being its optimal value, and Annealing Epsilon greedy, with 10 as the number of slot machines over a series of iterations. Table 5 presents the maximized rewards for each of the iterations from the experiment.
VI. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

The findings in this study are into three folds: (a) the relationship between increase in the number of iteration and the rewards maximized, (b) relationship between number of slot machines and the rewards maximized, and (c) the optimal value for Epsilon for reward maximization, and comparison between Epsilon Greedy and Annealing Epsilon-greedy strategies. This study found that rewards maximized by Epsilon Greedy and Annealing Epsilon-greedy strategies increase as the number of iterations increases. This is evident in the positive linear graphs depicted by Figures 1 and 2. The positive relationship between the increase in the rewards maximized and increase in the number of iterations is not significantly found in PSO Epsilon Greedy strategy because of the non-linear behavior of PSO, especially when the number of slot machines is 5. It is also found that rewards are better maximized, that is, are of greater values, when the number of slot machine is 5 compared to when it is 10 for both Epsilon Greedy and Annealing Epsilon-greedy strategies. This is also partially true for the PSO Epsilon Greedy strategy. The difference is however not conspicuous in Annealing Epsilon greedy as it is in Epsilon Greedy. The PSO Greedy Epsilon revealed similar behavior except within iteration 200 to 600 where the strategy achieved an up-and-down reward output. It can, however, be asserted that the MAB strategies perform better with smaller number of slot machines which can be described as adversaries, which the agent is attempting to outsmart, within the reinforcement learning space.

The optimal value of Epsilon, where the maximum rewards are achieved, is 0.06. A stable reward maximization values are observed for Epsilon greedy strategy within Epsilon values 0.02 and 0.1. The reward however nosedived at Epsilon value > 0.10, as shown in Figure 4. This supports the rationale for the choice of 0.1 as Epsilon value in all the past related studies. As an addendum, this study suggests that the optimal value is 0.06 based on the experimental results presented in Table 4 and Figure 4. The identification of the Epsilon optimal value permitted the comparison of Epsilon Greedy and Annealing Epsilon-greedy strategies. The number of slot machine is fixed at 10, with varying number of iterations. Expectedly, as presented in Table 5 and Figure 5, both strategies showed an increase in the maximized rewards as the number of iterations increases. It is however noteworthy that Annealing Epsilon-greedy performs better than Epsilon greedy when the number of iterations < 1000, but Epsilon-greedy performs better than Annealing Epsilon-greedy when the number of iterations ≥ 1000.

VII. LIMITATIONS FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

This study exclusively assessed the MAB strategies based on reward maximization, without considering regret or penalty minimization. It is on this basis that only Epsilon-based MAB strategies are investigated. Epsilon favored exploitation over exploration for reward maximization, as against exploration over exploitation for regret minimization. Also, our proposed PSO Epsilon Greedy strategy, though showed similar behavior to other MAB strategies, did not perform better in terms of reward maximization.

Our suggested future works are: extension of MAB strategies assessment to include others like Thompson sampling and POKER which are regret minimization-focused and a comparative study that include both reward maximization and regret minimization assessment. Two, additional parameter and constraints specification for the proposed PSO Epsilon Greedy strategy for a better performance.

In conclusion, our adapted Annealing Epsilon-greedy strategy behaves consistently and showed better performance than Epsilon-greedy specifically when the arms (i.e. adversary) is not less than 10 and the exploitation bound (denoted by iteration) is less than 1000 for $\epsilon = 0.06$. This study identified $\epsilon = 0.06$ as the optimal value for Epsilon for reward maximization for MAB strategies.
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